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CONTEXT

I am currently the English Lead at Turnfurlong Junior School

As a school our focus is on reading, both improving progress and 
increasing the volume of children reading for pleasure in school.

In light of the lockdown it was necessary to try and increase 
engagement from the children when they were at home.
As a result we used a variety of apps and technology to do this, 
resulting in the development of virtual book talk which we have 
carried on once back in school.



OU RESEARCH INSPIRATION 

AND RATIONALE

Our priority:

A reading for pleasure pedagogy which includes:

▶ Social reading environments

▶ Reading aloud

▶ Independent reading

▶ Informal book talk, inside-text talk and recommendations 

(Cremin et al . 2014)

Increasing the social engagement surrounding reading is something key 

to this area. Considering LIST, we needed more learner-led activities, 

rather than focusing on the instruction given within lessons, sometimes at 

the expense of reading for pleasure. I wanted to encourage an increase 

in child initiated text talk, whilst fostering a renewed enthusiasm for books 

centring around pupil choice rather than directed reading from adults.



AIMS

▶ To develop reading for 

pleasure pedagogy within and 

outside of reading instruction 

lessons.

▶ To provide a space for 

booktalk and responses to 

reading for the children not 

dependent on place/space.

▶ Increase pupil choice 

surrounding book talk, and 

encourage positive responses 

to reading outside of 

structured lessons.
Cremin et al. 2014



OUTLINE
Using the app ‘Padlet’ a 
space was provided for the 
children to contribute a book 
review from home or within 
school of a book of their 
choice.

Guidance was given as to 
what to include at the top of 
the padlet, and teachers 
modelled reviews by 
submitting their own to start 
things off.

▶ Children left a multitude 

of reviews for their peers, 

purely using books of their 

own choice - not chosen 

by adults.

▶ Use of the moderation 

setting on padlet enabled 

teachers to ensure 

reviews were appropriate 

but book choices were 

not censored, though it 

was encouraged to 

consider ‘other’ authors 

as well as the usual 

famous choices.



Extension

This use of padlet was extended and used as a way for children to 
respond to other reading for pleasure events, or simply discuss a 
book during a given session.

After a virtual visit from the author Onjali Rauf, children could use 
the padlet to send messages to the author, which were then 
shared with her on twitter.



IMPACT

Very valuable input from the pupils was received which enabled those 

who already read for pleasure to model their love of books and book talk 

with other children.

Some children who would otherwise not choose to talk about books chose 

to write and submit their review and read those of others voluntarily.

Continuing to use padlet has increased book talk within lessons, ensuring 

children have a ‘safe’ space to contribute without feeling as exposed as 

they may do within class.

As a result of the virtual author visits and response many children are eager 

to try her books and therefore expand their reading preferences by 

choice.



REFLECTIONS ON IMPACT THE 

TARS RESEARCH HAD ON 

PRACTICE

▶ The focus on learner-led activities and increasing the opportunities 

for readers to choose their material is something that is paramount 

in our development going forward.

Seeing the increase of engagement when children were given an 

alternative space to contribute has cemented this as being a tool 

we will continue to utilise.

▶We would like to continue the development of book talk spaces, 

continuing use of virtual spaces where appropriate (we are 

fortunate to have excellent Ipad provision in our school) and 

expanding this to the classroom as restrictions ease.


